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The Politics
Rishi Sunak adopted some left wing policies in a bid to outflank Labour, but the centre piece of the March 2021 budget was signalling the long term switch – from
galvanising investment and the economy now, to potentially switching to a more austerian agenda quicker than some expected. Increasing corporation taxes in 2023 and
freezing personal tax allowances is expected to reduce public sector borrowing by 2026. This was all framed around controlling levels of government debt. Sunak also
applied fiscal rules – no borrowing to finance day to day spending, capping debt to GDP at 100%, and only borrowing to invest as long as interest rates remain low. In
support of this longer term plan, Sunak raised the spectres of debt servicing and inflation.
In this analysis report, we look at the implications of the budget for relevant sectors in turn.
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Budget Analysis – What is the impact on Property and Construction?

Residential

While 95% mortgages arguably bring with them the risk of
negative equity in the future for purchasers, this can work
well in areas where new transport infrastructure,
regeneration or other investment in local services and
amenities offer good medium term prospects for growth in
house price values.

Could this be a deliberate ploy by the Chancellor to get the
construction industry to pull the nation out of the mud?

Housing Market

Like other Chancellors before him, Rishi Sunak has turned to the housing market
in an attempt to kick start activity and stimulate inflation. The stamp duty holiday
and 95% mortgage guarantee plan will be rocket fuel for house builders.
•
•
•
•

95% mortgages will be made available (i.e. with 5% deposit), with the UK
Government to act as guarantor;
The stamp duty holiday is extended on properties to the value of £500,000
until June and then £250,000 until September 2021;
Comparable to 2011, when residential market fuelled rapid tender price
inflation
Measures could impact on the build to rent market.

Given the introduction of 95% mortgages, this puts house builders in direct
competition with build to rent developers and investors – “turning generation rent,
into generation buy”. Maybe Sunak has an eye on the next general election.
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The trend of population drifts out of cities and urban areas,
as house buyers try to maximize their outside and inside
space, are likely to continue under these new rules, as
workers travel into the office less. This will create upwards
pressure on regional house prices. In terms of construction
inflation, we saw in the period between 2012 and 2017 how
sensitive industry capacity and prices are, to short term
spikes in demand in the residential sector.

Local & Central Government

A number of measures were announced to drive investment
into science and technology, with the Chancellor looking to
stimulate investment in green technology in particular.

•
•
•

•

Visa scheme to help tech firms source overseas talent
Unlocking investment into new innovative ventures for
firms via more flexible and accessible capital pension
fund options (“future fund breakthrough”)
£12bn made available for the UK Infrastructure
Investment Bank
✓Investment encouraged in green tech - opportunities
for manufacturing and technology development
✓Bank will be located in Leeds
Green investment bonds

Science & Research

Key themes in the budget related to government functions being operated more broadly
across regions in England, part of the government’s levelling up agenda.
•
•
•

•
•

8 new ‘freeport’ locations
Special economic zones to make it easier and cheaper to do business
Announcements around housing could mean new regional developments in:
✓ East Midlands Airport
✓ Felixstowe and Harwich
✓ Humber
✓ Liverpool
✓ Plymouth
✓ Solent
✓ Thames
✓ Teesside
New Treasury Campus in Darlington and other parliamentary estates looking to
move their operations to the north
£1bn ‘towns regeneration’ fund (local council & housing combined spend)

Considering the above measures with the housing market stimulus, one of the potential
consequences could be a further increase in permitted development with empty shops
and offices being quickly converted into residential schemes to capitalise on this benign
financial and regulatory window while it lasts.
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These focussed on stimulation and gearing of private sector
investment, with the most direct intervention being in relation
to the labour market – scarcity of talent being a long term
issue in biopharma in particular.

Construction - General

That unemployment is expected to peak at around 6.5% nearly half of the 11.9% that was expected, reflects a
sterling job done by the furlough scheme. Debt to GDP at
around 97% represents an increase of circa 12%, reflecting
the impact of COVID-19 on public finances.
The projection that the economy should be back to prepandemic levels by mid 2022 represents a six month
improvement on previous OBR forecasts.

Overall Economic Forecasts Upgraded

While the increase in Corporation Tax (CT) is more aggressive than expected,
the Chancellor has bought himself, businesses and the tax payer some time by
deferring the rise in CT and the effective freeze on personal taxation allowances
until 2023. In the event that GDP and inflation rise faster than expected through
increased consumer and investor spending, Sunak has given himself headroom
to soften some of these measures in future budgets.
The introduction of the “super deduction” of 130% against tax bills for companies
spending on new plant and machinery is a clear signal from Government that it
wishes to help businesses invest for improved productivity during this difficult
time. It’s a significant subsidy that is aligned with the recent rhetoric of “build
back better” and “green recovery” and may provide further stimulus for
modernising construction through investment in off-site factory capacity in the UK
and increased vertical integration of the supply chain.
✓ Super charged deductions in corporate tax for investment
✓ Corporation Tax to rise to 25% but not until 2023
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The OBR (Office for Budget Responsibility) forecasts were
generally positive. While the UK economy shrank by 10% in
2020, the 4% growth expected in 2021 represents a fairly
fast bounce back, with 7.3% projected for 2021, particularly
when compared to low growth of 1-2% throughout the
previous decade.

Other elements
Furlough extended
Income tax, VAT frozen
Alcohol duty frozen
VAT cuts will remain in place for “hardest hit sectors”
Business rates holiday until end of June and then cut by two-thirds

What is doesn’t have…
Other than £1.6bn for vaccines, there was no mention of further investment in the NHS
or, as Starmer pointed out, social care.
There was also nothing in relation to the hard hit HE sector, or any suggestion of broader
investment in schools.
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•
•
•
•
•

For all the Chancellor’s rhetoric, in some ways the budget was built on traditional Conservative economic pillars, relying on the private sector investment and consumer
spending to lead the recovery, as well as setting out fiscal prudence and limits on state investment and borrowing.
This stance was ultimately possible as a result of welcome optimism in the OBR’s forecasts.
There were notable tacks to the left in the extension to furlough, a future rise in corporation tax, levelling up, and green investment.
More broadly however, the chancellor’s approach is to gear a recovery around a booming housing market and increasing access to finance via fiscal conditioning.
Despite the rhetoric, this wasn’t so much Superman, as Clark Kent.
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